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ABSTRACT
_- Optical interferometry is used to measure the elastohydrodynamic (EHD) film
t,-
thickness associated with artificially produced nonsmooth surfaces. The nonsmooth
$
surfaces are produced by modifying the surfaces of highly-polished balls with irregu-
larities in the form of multiple grooves and dents. By closely spacing these irregu-
larities it is possible not only to produce depressions on the surface of the balls but
also to generate pseudo asperities. The average "roughness" wavelength of this
artificially-produced, nonsmooth, surface approximates the average fundamental
roughness wavelength found on surfaces of some mechanical elements operating under
concentrated contact. By comparing the measured film thickness profiles to the stylas
traces of the irregularities, it was possible to observe the local deformations associ-
ated with micro-EHD pressure generation. In both pure rolling and pure sliding con-
ditions the a_ificially-produced "asperities" are deformed and complete separation
exists between them and the mating surface. Such findings demonstrate the impor-
tance of local surface topography and resulting micro-EHD effects on the film thick-
ness between rough _:urfaces in concentrated contact. In addition, sliding data are
presented which demonstrate a severe constriction, caused by the irregularities, at
., the exit of the Hertzian region.
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2' INTRODUCTION
Fatigue failures of mechamcal elements which operate in concentrated contacts
are usually divided into subsudace- and surface-initiated failures. Failures caused
by asperity interactions and by indigenous surface defects such as furrows and dents
are generally designated as surface-initiated failures while those caused by subsurface
k
inclusions are generally designated as subsurtace-initiated failures. With the recogni- :_
tion of the imt.<_rtance of surface-initiated fatigue failures in recent years, there has
been a growing interest in trying to understand the role the film parameter, A, plays
in such failures. This parameter, defined as the ratio of the central film thickness
to the combined roughness of the mating surfaces (ho/a), has been widely accepted as
a measure of the degree of surface asperity interaction in EHD contacts. The surface
distress caused by this interaction causes plastic deformation of the asperities and
subsequent micropitting and microcracking of the mating surfaces. Because of the
surface damage caused by asperity interaction and because of the influence of the cen-
tral film thickness on the stress concentration around indigenous defects, it has been
recognized that A is one of the parameters which influences fatigue life (1,2).
Theoretical models for bearing fatigue life have been developed which can predict
failures when A is relatively large. However, the wide scattering of available ex-
-_ perimental data suggest that existing theoretical models cannot be used to fully explain
p,
failures for relatively low values of A (2, 3). This is mainly because, at low values
of A, the surface roug,hness becomes intimately involved in the lubrication process
and the parameter a is not sufficient to completely describe the surface characteris-
tics of the surfaces in contact. It can generally be stated that the effects of asperity
interaction and indigenous defects on surface-initiated fatigue life of mechanical ele-
ments operating at low values of A or very thin films is not completely understood.
As a first step in trying to understand surface-initiated fatigue failures in EHD
contacts it is imperative to know how asperities and indigenous defects such as dents
P
_" and furrows behave as they pass through the conjunction region. Both analytical and
experimental studies have been done to better understand this behavior. The stress
concentration around an idealized furrow in EHD rolling contact has been analytical-
ly studied by Chiu and Liu (4) and EHD lubrication of idealized asperities has been
;'J, .a
f
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analbtically investigated by Chow and Cheng (5) and Fowles t6-_). Among the more
related ,-'xpermle)_tal studies ha_c bec_ those of Jackson and Cameron ('a), Wedeven (It)),
and Wcdeven and Cusano ill). In reference _9) optlcal mterfcrometry was u._ed to stt_dy
artificially-produced groow.,s on a polished ball under shdmg condltlons. The grooves,
which were held statlonar3, were oriented m both the tt'ansversc and longitudinal direc-
tlons relative to the sliding dlrccttt)n of a transpare)_t surlace so that the effects of di=
' rectional properttcs of roughness on EIlD lubrication couldbe studied. In reference
tit)) a debris dent was studied as it passed through the conjunction region under rolling
conditions. As done m reference tO) these studies were done by means of optical inter-
ferometry. I. nlikc the artglcially-produced defects studied in reference _O), the dent
studied m referen,:e tlt)) was formed naturallydurmgprcvtous testing. In reference
(If) optlcal interfcromctr.v was also used to il_vestigate the effects oi arttfieiaIl.v=
prtJduced dents and groove.,-, on highI3-pollshcd bails, on the EIID film thiekawss m
llertzian contact. The artiliciaII._-produced defects geometrlcaIl3 approxuuatcd actual
furrows and dents Iotmd in bearings and gears. In references tlt)) and _ll) qualitative
conclusions were drawn, by observing the fdm thwkncss under both rolling a,ld sliding
conditions, conecl'nlng the effects of indigenous defects t)n fatigue fadures.
ttaving qualltatlv,:13 investigated surface-mitmted fatigue failures caused by mdige=
nous defects, ozle of the purposes of this paper is to nlol't' tully understand surface-
_,,
initmted fatigue failures caused by asperit 3 interactions. It shoukl be noted that an3
two real trough) surfaces can be simulated as the contact of a rough _ul'face twith an
equix'alcnt combined t't)ugh,less of the two surfaces) and a smooth surface. Thus, real
surfaces could ideally be simulated by "roughe,lmg" a smooth ball and, b3 m,.'ans of
optical interierometr.v, analyze its contact against a smooth chsk. In obtaining the
data presented in this ;)aper an attempt has been made to simulate a rough surface as
much as posstble wtthout sacrificing the continuity of the fringes so that film thick-
nesses could be accurately determined. The "rough" surface was made by closely-
spacing a series of artificmlly=produced grooves and deists on smooth bails. Wtth
such spacings both smumits (formed by the built-up edges of two adjacent defects)
and depressions are formed relative to the geometric smooth sttrfaee of the balls•
The sut-face irregula:'.ties were observed under both rolling and sliding conditions
o)
f
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as theypassed throughtheconjmlctlonregmn. In addition,datawillbe presented
which show very significantreductionsintl,,'film thicknesson the trailingedge ofthe
irregularitiesa the)"pass throughthe EHD outletconstrictionregion.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
As statedpreviously,filmthicknessmeasurements were made by usingoptical
interferometry.The opticalelastohydrody_mmieapparatusisshown infigureI and
describedm detailelsewhere (12,13). The basic components of theapparatuscon-
sistofa ballwhich ridesagainsta transparentdisk.
Frulge_,of very good visibilitywere obtainedby usinga 17-percent-reflecting
layerofchromimn on thebearingsurfaceof thetransparentdisk. Interferencemea-
surements were made withwavelengthsoft_vocolors{redand green). These were ob-
tainedby usinga specialfilterand a xenon flashlamp as a lightsource. The details
of thissystem and itscalibrationarc describedmore fulls"m references(14)and (15).
Allmeasurements were carriedoutat room temperature (23° C).
TEST MATERIALS
The testbearingspecimens are showa m figure2. The ballis0.02063 meter in
diameter and made ofAISI 52100 steel. Itsnominal sutffaceroughnessisbetterthan
--_ 0.0l_ _m rms (0.7 _Lm.) and its hardness is approximately 65 R c. Other mechanical
@.,
propertms arc shown m table I. The transparent disk is 0. 102 meter in diameter and
made of sapphire. Its mechanical properties are also given ,,, table 1.
The test ball was supported by three bearings located in a lubricant reservoir
shown m figure 2. The rotation of the suppot_ bearings contumously supplies lubricant
to the test ball.
The tests were performed with a synthetic paraffinic oil that was designated by
the manufacturer as XRM 109F3. The properties of the test fluid are given in table II.
FOIL'_LATION OF ARTIFICIAL, NONSMOOTIt0 SURFACES
-- Nonsmooth surfaces were obtained by artificially producing dents and grooves on
highly-polished balls. Optical hlterferometry can be effectively used to obtain accu-
rate film thickness measurements with these surfaces only if the surface around and
"4 #_ • "P
,, 4P
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inside the dents and grooves is highly polished. Film thickness measurements on
real surfaces, such as those foua_d oil gears and bearings, could not be easily made
by means of optical intert'eronlett3 because it would have been difficult to obtain visi-
ble and continuous fringes. This dLfficulty stems from the fact that, on such surfaces,
the asperities are relatively steep-sloped and closely spaced, thus causing the fringes
to merge or disappear because of the lhuited resolution of the microscope used to ob-
serve them.
The surface irregularities were produced by using conical- and wedge-shaped car-
bide tools. With such tools, many irregularities could be produced on the surface of
the softer balls without altering the initial tip geometry of the tools. Before the irreg-
ularities were produced, the ground conical and wedge portions of the carbide tools
were highly hand-polished by using a fine diamond compomld. By polishing the tools
it was found that their tip would deform the surface of the balls without tearing or
roughening the surface, thus msut'mg visible fringes for film-thickness measurements.
A simple fLx'ture was designed so that the grooves and dents could be accurately
spaced on the surface of the highly polished ball. The sizes of the dents and grooves
were controlled by the bluntness of the tools and the load used to pxx)duce them. The
load was applied directly to the tools l_y means of weights, and the tools were guided
to reduce positioning problems. To insure a series of geometrically unii'orm grooves
m"
or dents, it was essential that the weights be gradually brought into contact with the
tools so that no hnpact loading took place between the weights and the tools.
As previously stated, closely-spaced, steep-sloped, asperities cannot be effec-
tively studied by means of optical iutet_erometry. Therefore, the artificially-produced
irregularities are not as closely-spaced as the typical mean asperity spacing found on
honed surfaces such as hi ball bearing rings, tlowever, the typical slopes of the ir-
regularities are approximately the same as those foimd on such surfaces. The peak-
to-peak height of the irregularities is generally higher than the dominant (ftmdamental)
peak-to-peak height of the surface roughness fotmd on honed bearing rings. It should
be noted that for ground surfaces both the dominant asperity spacing and the cor-
responding peak-to-peak height are generally larger than those for honed surfaces.
The asperity spacing and peak-to-peak height found in ground surfaces, there-
.,.
- _,
.f
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fore, more closely approximate the asperity spacing and peak-to-peak height of the
artificially-produced irregularities. The mean asperity slope for ground surfaccs :.
would generally be larger than that of the irregularities.
Some of the more pertinent data on the artificially-produced irregularities are as
follows: The slope varies from 2° to 3.5 °, the asperity spacing varies from 30 pm to
60 _m with a mean of approximately 40 pm and the peak-to-peak height varies from
0.5 pm to 1.4 pro. These data can be compared to the data presented in reference
(16) where, for unrun honed ball bearing rings, the rms slopes for tracings made
across the lay varies from 1.9 ° to 4° and the mean asperity spacing varies from
3.5 #m to 10 pm. In the same reference the asperity spacing, for tracings across the
lay, for an unrun ground ball bearing ring is given as 9 _m while the rms slope is
given as 7° . For tracings taken along the lay, which may not be too accurate since the
stylus may follow a valley or weave between valleys, the unrun ground ring had an as-
perity spacing of 49 pm and an rms slope of 0.5 °. Limited data (taken at NASA Lewis)
on ground gear teeth, for which the stylus tracings were taken along the curvature of
the teeth, give a peak-to-peak height of approximately 1 _m, an average asperity
spacing of 16 _m and an average slope of 5°. Thus, it is seen that the surface topog-
, raphy produced by the artificial irregularities is not drastically different than the
fundamental roughness found in real surfaces. It should be emphasized, however,p,
that the artificially-produced nonsmooth surface only has some features that are
similar to real surfaces. It is not claimed that the artificial nonsmooth surfaces
simulate real (rough) surfaces.
RESULTS
The surface irregularities were observed by taking high-speed si,_gle flash photo-
micrographs. A xenon flash lamp was synchronized with the ball rotation and could
be delayed so that the irregularities could be photographed in various positions within
the conjunction region. In describing single irregularities the terms "leading" and
_,
"trailing edges" of the irregularity will be used. By "leading edge" it is meant the
first portion of the irregularity that enters the Hertzian region and by "trailing edge"
it is meant the last portion of the irregularity that enters the Hertzian region.
, .
"4"
:al_
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" The experimental results will be presented in the following form:
(1) Photomicrographs of interference fringes showing the surface irregularities
ha the conjunction region under dynamic conditions.
(2) Cross-sectional plots of the film thickness distribution inside and ill the
vicinity of the irregularities as observed from the photomicrographs.
(3) Stylus traces of the "undeformed" geometry of the irregularities. The pur-
pose of these traces is to compare the "tmdeformed" geometry of the irregu-
larities to the geometry of the same irregularities observed under dynamic
conditions.
Multiple Dents Under Rolling and Sliding Conditions
Figure 3 shows t_vo artificially-produced, closely-spaced, dents formed with a
cone-shaped tungsten carbide tool. Ill figure 4 a stylus trace through the deepest por-
tion of the dents is given. The smaller of the two dents is approxhamtely 0.9 _m deep
while the larger is approximately 1.4/m deep. The maximum width of each dent is
approximately 70 _m. The "asperity" stunmit, formed by the adjacent built-up edges
of the depressions and measured from the geometric smooth surface of the ball, is
approximately O. 23 _m.
..,:" The dents under rollhag conditions, in two separate positions in the Hertzian re-
_' gion, are shown iu figures 5(a) and (b). The corresponding film ,'hickness profiles
are shown in figures 6{a) and (b). The central fihn thickness for a smooth ball oper-
athag under the same roiling conditions is approxianately 0.16 urn. From figure 6{b)
itis seen thatthe stylustracepredicts"asperity"contactbetween themating sur-
faceswhilethe dynamic datashow thatthereis complete separationbetween the sur-
faces.I "Asperity"contactisalsopredictedifone compares themeasured "asperity"
summit {0.23urn)tothe centralfilmthickness(0.16pro). From thiscomparison and
"' IThroughoutthispaper, thesuperpositionof the stylustraceson thedynamic pro-
fileswere made by approximatelymatching the geometric smooth surfaceof theballs
(asrepresentedby the stylustraces)tothe smooth surfacefilmthicknessesgivenby
the dynamic profilesatthe inletand outletofthe conjtmctionregion.
r
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from the fact that complete surface separation exists under dynamAc conditions, it is
clear that considerable deformation of the "asperity" takes place.
2
In figures 7(a) and (b) the same dents are shown under sliding conditions. Plots
of the film thickness profiles are shown in figures _(a) and (b). The central film
thickness for smooth surfaces under the same sliding conditions is approxtmately
0.1¢i pro. From figure v(b) it is again seen that there is a significant deformation of
the "asperity" and that complete separation of the surfaces exists.
Because of additional micro-EHD effects, the deforrcation under sliding conditions
is more pronotmced than trader rolhng conditions. This can be easily seen from fig-
ure 9 where the fdm thickness profiles under both sliding and rolling conditions are
shown. In figures 7(b) and v(b) it Is seen that at the trailing edge of the small dent the
film thlc "kness Is appreciably increased and a pressure "tail" is formed which is simi-
lar to that reported in reference (ll). As reported in reference (11), this p-essure
"tail" progressively lags the dent as the dent travels through the Hertzmn region.
These observations indicate that the local micro-EHD events associated with surface
defects are essentially governed by the local topography of the surface. That is, the
local pressure generation around each defect seems to be independent of its neighbors.
( In order to more full}'explore the possibility of the interdependence of closely-
p.
spaced defects, six-closely-spaced dents were formed as shown in figure 10. The
stylus trace of iour of the dents is shown in figure 11. Figures 12(a) and (b) show
these dents under rolling and sliding conditions, respectively. The film thickness
profiles are shown m figures Is(a) and (b) and a comparison of the film thickness
under rolling and sliding conditions is shown in figure 14. The results observed for
the six dents are similar to those observed for the two dents. A_am, the deformation
of the "asperitms" is more pronounced under pure shding conditions than under pure
rolling conditions and the pressure variations around each dent seems to be influenced
*" only by the local surface topography around that dent.
2Allthedatapresentedinthispaper under slidingconditionswere obtainedby
holdingthe diskfixedwhiletheballwas rotating.
(,.
¢
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Considering that there are large variations oKpre._sures caused by diverging and
converging wedges within and around the dents it seems reasonable to assume that
cavitation might exist under sliding conditions. If cavitation does occur in a dent
there may be a difficulty with flow continuity for the following dent which would lead
to starvation. From the data obtained, however, no cavitation has been observed.
It should be noted that even if some cavitation did exist it would be difficult to see for
the size of the defects considered.
Multiple, Perpendicular, Grooves Under Rolling and Sliding Conditions
Figure 15 shows three closely-spaced grooves formed on a highly-polished ball
with a wedge-shaped tungsten carbide tool. The depressions are deepest at their
centers and the depth gradually decreases on both sides of the centers along the length
of the depressions Figure 16 shows the stylus trace through the deepest portion of
these grooves. The width of each groove is approximately 40 pm and their peak-to-
peak height is approximately 0.65 pro. The minimum "asperity" summit is approxi-
mately 0.2 pm for the left "asperity" and 0.1_ pm for the right "asperity."
Figures 17(a) and (b) shows the grooves under rolling and sliding conditions, re-
s"
spectively. The corresponding film thickness profiles are shown in figures 18(a) and
(b) and a comparison of the rolling and sliding film thicknesses is shown in figure 19.p,
As with the dents, the central film thickness for smooth surfaces operating under the
same conditions is 0.16 pm for both rolling and sliding conditions The results pre-
sented in figures l_(a) and (b) show that no surface separation at the "asperities" is
predicted from the stylus trace while complete surface separation exists at the
"asperities" under dynamic conditions. As with dents, the results show that the
micro-EHD events are very local in nature. This is particularly true for rolling.
As observed with "asperities" formed by a series of dents, "asperities" formed by a
series of grooves deform much more under sliding than under l_alling conditions as
shown in figure 19.
Data not presented in this paper for brevity indicate that, as the central film
thickness increases, there is a reduction in the deformation of the surface irregular-!
i ities. As expected, these findings show that the behavior of multiple defects is simi-
' 'D
m
m
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lar to that of single defects (10, 11) in that the stress concentration caused by the de-
fects are gradually relieved as the central film thickness increases.
Multiple, Parallel, Grooves Under Rolling alJd Sliding Conditions
The grooves presented in figures 20 and 21 are oriented so that they are parallel
to the direction of flow. These grooves are of practical significance since many bear-
ing surfaces have a surface lay which is parallel to the direction of motion. The width
of each groove is approximately 32 um and the peak-to-peak height is approximately
0.5 _m The maximum "asperity" summit is approximately 0.18 _m for the left
"asperity" and 0.13 _m for the ,_,_,ht "asperity "
Figures 22(a) and (b) show the grooves in two separate locations in the Hertzian
region under rolling conditions The film thickness profiles are shown in figures 23(a)
and (b). Again, the central film thickness for a smooth ball under rolling conditions
is 0.16 pro. The results given in figure 23(a) show spectacular micro-EHD events.
The film thickness at the "asperities" between the grooves is much larger than the
film thickness on the left of the left groove and on the right of the right groove. It is
seen from this figure that the "asperity" contact predicted by the stylus trace does not
occur and that the separation of the surfaces can occur under very severe conditions.
._" Figures 24(a) and (b) show the same grooves under sliding conditions. The film
P' thickness profiles are shown in figures 25(a) and (b) with figure 25(a) also showing the
stylus trace of the gro,Jves Under the same sliding conditions, the central film thick-
ness for smooth surfaces would again be 0.16 _m. Note that the film thickness dis-
tribution for zx_lling shown in figure 2'3(a} is ahnost identical to that of sliding shown
in figure 25(a) This is contrary to what was observed when the grooves were oriented
perpendicular to the direction of flow where substantial differences were observed be-
tween rolling and sliding conditions. For the case when the gi_oves were oriented in
the direction of flow, there is comparatively little change in the geometry of the
O
grooves in this direction as it passes through the Hertzian region so that the presence
of sliding will not significantly alter the micro-EHD activity. Thus, for topographical
features oriented in the direction of flow the micro-EHD action is confined to the inlet
region for sliding as well as for roiling conditions
1979020383-011
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Irregularitiesin ExitRegion Under SlidingConditions
Itiswellknown thatat theexitregionofan EHD contacta sudden sharp peak oc-
curs inthepressure curve. In theneighborhoodofthispeak there isa reductionin
theoilfilmthickness This reductionor constriclionhas tooccur so thatcontinuity
offlow can be maL_tained. Ifno constrictionexistedtheextremely highnegativepres-
sure gradientwould forcemore fluidout ofthe Hertzianregionthanwas coming inthe
region.
How indigenous defec*,s and rough surfaces behave when they pass through the
constriction is of practical interest from the standpoint of surface fatigue failures and
possibly scuffing. A series of photomicrographs have b#en taken which show surface
irregularities in the form of single and multiple dents and grooves in the constriction
region of the Hertzian contact. These photomicrographs are shown in figures 26 to 30.
The (a) part of the photomicrographs gives the irregularities near the inlet or central
portion of the contact while the (b) part gives the corresponding irregularities in the
exit region. By taking two photomicrographs a comparison can be made between the
film thickness at the constriction with and without irregularities.
Figures 26 to 30 show that, tinder sliding conditions, the presence of irregulari-
ties result in a further reduction in the film thickness at the constriction region. For
I'- smooth surfaces, figure 26(a), shows a filni thickness at the constriction of approxi-
P' mately 0.10 _m. When the dent is at the constriction, as shown in figure 26(b), the
film thickness in the constriction region drops to approximate'y o. 05 pro. Similar
reductions take place for the irregularities sh_vn in figures 27 to 30. The reduction
in film thickness takes place at the trailing edges of the irregularities. Some of this
reduction is due to the built-up edge around the irregularities, but by observing both
the leading and trailing edges oi irregularities as they _ass through the constriction
region it is concluded that most of the reduction is caused by something other than the
bnilt-up edge. The most likely explanation for this reduction can be attributed to the
" fact that, because of their converging wedges, the trailing edges of the irregularities
can generate pressures which are much larger than the Hertz pressure Because of
these pressures, much larger negative pres_,ure gradients than would normally exist
1979020383-012
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at the exit are present and thus, to maintain continuity of flow, there is an increased
restriction on the outflow. In addition, the grer.ter pressure gradient could increase
the temperature around the constriction region which would result in thinner films.
Under rolling conditions, it has been frequent_.y observed that surface im_iated
fatigue spalls originate at the trailing edges of debris dents (16, 17). The reason why
these spells initiate at the trailing edges has been given in reference (10). Even
though no experimental data have been found which t;emonstra_e the initiation of scuff-
ing failures at the trailing edges of indigenous defects, the data presented in this
paper suggest that such failures are possible.
DISCUSSION
The lubrication of the artificially-produced irregularities studied in this paper have
demonstrated the complex lubrication process that takes place when v,_ry thin films
exist. In predicting asperity interactions of real surfaces it is usually assumed that
such interaction takes place when the combined asperity height (or statistical repre-
sentations of such height) exceeds the mean separation of the surfaces. Pro_-lded that
a major part of the load is caused by the EHD action, the mean asperity separation
between two rough surfaces is given (to a first approximation) by the film thicknessi
,y.
which would exist 13etweeh two smooth surfaces operating under the same conditions.
Partial EHD theories have been developed based on asperity interactions and asso-
ciated asperity deformations to determine what proportion of the total load is carried
by the asperities (18, 19). In these theories the load supported by the asperities is
primarily determined by the ratio of the central film thickness (based on smooth sur-
face_) to the combined roughness of the two surfaces, ho/Cr. In calculating this load
it is assumed that there were no mlcro-EHD effects caused by the surface roughness.
Initially, this appears to be a good assumption zince it can be argued that the film
thickness is generated in the inlet region where the ,mrface separation can be quiteIMP
"" large and the relative magnitude of the roughness is small. Such an ar_;ument, how-
ever, is only true if the characteristic wavelength and amplitud _ t_f the roughness is
small compared to the dimensions of the inlet region. When the characteristic wave-
length and amplitude are similar to the dimensions of the inlet region, the shape of t_._•
?:
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inlet region is substantially changed. Since the shape of this region is an important
ingredient in the generation of hydrodynamic pressure it will ultimately influence the
resulting film thickness in the Hertzian contact.
For the data presented in this paper the ratio of the central film thickness to the
height of the "asperity" summit is as low as 0.69 for both rolling and sliding. Under
these conditions asperity contact would be predicted if no micro-EHD effects existed.
However, a complete separation of the surfaces has been observed on _I1 tests con-
ducted. The data pre:-_nted seem to h_dicate that micro-EHD events play an increas-"
ingly important role in the lubrication process as ho/a decreases. Since this lubri-
cation process becomes exceedingly complex as ho/a decreases, it is understandable
why fatigue data for small values of ho/U are not very reliable. This unreliability is
mainly due to the fact that the parameters ho and a are not sufficient for describing
the lubrication phenomena when very thin films exist. The roughness parameter a is
not sufficient since it has been demonstrated that the lubrication process, at the very
minimum, is also influenced by such paramet,'rs as roughness orientation and asperity
slope The roughness orientation might also substantially change the parameter ho-
While ho seems to be a reasonable parameter to use for localized defects such as
.._ dents and also for transverse roughness, it is questionable whether such a parameter
P' should be used to determine mean surface separation when thin films exist and when
longitudinal roughness is dominant such as in bearing rings. The data for grooves
parallel to the flow indicate that the nominal film thickness can be much lower than the
film thickness for smooth surfaces operating under the same conditions. Such reduc-
ticns of film thickness is due to the side leakage that occur as the grooves pass through
the inlet region.
CONC LUSIONS
Some of the more important observations which can be made as the result of this
*. study are:
1. The surfaces of highly-polished balls can be artificially modified with irregu-
larities which are spaced at approximately the fundamental wavelength of some real
(rough) surfaces.
?"
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2. A compariso,_ between the film thickness measurements m the vicinity of and
inside the irregularities to the stylus traces of the irregularities shows that significant
deformations of the "asperities" occur.
3. For all the data presented, complete separation of the surfaces (at the "asperi-
ties"} exists even though such separation would not be predicted by comparing almost
all of the asperity summits to the central film thickness for a smooth surface.
4. The deformation of the "asperities" is more pronounced under sliding condi-
tions than under rolling conditions with the exception of grooves oriented parallel to
the flow where the "asperity" deformation is approximately the same for both sliding
and rolling.
5. As the central film thickness decreases the micro-EHD effects caused by the
irregularities become more dominant and these effects can substantially change the
localized film thickness.
6. The changes in film thickness caused by each irregularity seem to be indepen-
dent of neighboring irregularities especially under rolling conditions.
7. It has been demonstrated that the parameter ho/a, often used to predict
asperity interactions, is not sufficient for describing the lubrication process when
° very thin films exist.
.(
_. 8. An appreciable reduction in the film thickness in the trailing edges of surface
irregularities takes place under sliding conditions as the irregularities pass through
the constriction region of the Hertzian contact.
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TABLE I. - BEARING MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Ball Disk
Material 52100 Steel Sapphire
Compressive strength 1.4x109 N/m 2 2×109 N/m 2
Elastic modulus 204x109 N/m 2 365×109 N/m 2
Poisson' s ratio 0.3 0.25
Harchmss 65 R c 9 Moh
Roughness 0. 018 #m rms Optical polish
t. TABLE II. - PROPERTIES OF TEST FLUID
Synthetic paraffinic oil (XP_I 109F3)
, Vis,.'osity 45 830 cS "at 17.8 ° C
C
493 cS at 37.8 ° G
p,
42.6cSat 98.9 °C
Density 0. 8389 g/cm 3 at 37.8 ° C
0.8082 g/cm 3 at 93.3 ° C
0.777 g/cm 3 at 149 ° C
Pressure 1.77 >40-8 m2/N at 37.8 ° C
viscosity 1.51×10 -8 m2/N at 99 ° C
coefficient
1.09>40 -8 m2/N at 149 ° C
Refractive index 1. 4689 at 23 ° C
_r
P_ a*
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_-.. _:"-._.',, '_"-RESTRA_N_NGSPRINGS
" '-BALLSUPPORTAND
DYNAMOMETER LUBRICANTRESERVOIR
Figure1. - OpticalEHDrig.
C-74-1433
Figure2. - Testball,transparentdiskandlubricantreservoir.
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L Figure3. - Dentsmadewith cone-shapedtool.
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•, Figure4. - Stylustraceof dentsshownin figure3,
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< Figure6. - (a) Measuredprofileof figure5(a),
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(a)PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFDENTSUND_9SLID,I_IGCONDITIONS,DENTSNEARINLET.U 0.0134M/S, Pmax"1.13xl0 NINe.
Figure7.
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Figure8. - (a) Measuredprofileof figure7(a),
_.. (b) Comparisonof measuredprofileof figure7(b)
_ andstylustrace.
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• Figure9. - Comparisonof measuredprofilesunder roll-
* ingand slidingconditions.
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Figure10. - Seriesofdentsmadewith cone-shapedtool.
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FigureIL - Stylustraceofdentsshownin figure10.
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• (a) PHOTOMICROGRAP_IOFI ENTSUNDEROLLINGCONDITIONS,U• O.O1M
M/S, Pmax° 1.13x10_ N/M_.
" Figure12,
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(b)PHOTOMICROGRAP_IOFI ENTSUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS.U• 0.0134
° .. M/S, Pmax"1.13xlO"NIM_.
Figure12. =Concluded.
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Figure13. - (a)Measuredprofileoffigure12(a),
(b)Measuredprofileof figure121b).
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Figure14. - Comparisonofmeasuredprofilesunderrolling
andslidingconditions.
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Figure]5. - Groovesmadewithwedge-shapedtool- per-
Nndicular to directionof flow.
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Figure16. - Stylustraceofgroovesin figure1.5.
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(a) PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFGIJOOVE,SUNDER
0.0134M/S, Pmax" I. 13xlOv NIMZ. ROLLINGCONDITIONS.U •
- Figure 17.
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(b)PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFG_OOV_SUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS.U •0.0134NVS, Pmax" ]. 13xlO_'NIM_:.
. FigureI7. - Concluded.
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,. Figure 18. - (a) Comparisonof measuredprofile of
; figure 17(a)and stylus trace, (b) Comparisonof
measuredprofile of figure 17(b)andstylus trace.
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Figure 19, - Comparisonof measuredprofiles under rolling and slid-
-, ing conditions.
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Figure20. - Groovesmadewithwedge-shapedtool- par-
alleltodirectionofflow.
I 0.5pm
201Jm
Figure21. - Stylustraceofgroovesin figure20.
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(a) PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFGROOVESUNDERROLLINGCONDITIONS,
GROOVES NEAR CENTER.U •0.0134M/S,Pmax • 1"13x109NIM2.
Figure 22.
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(b)PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFGROOVESUNDERROLLINGC_NDITJ,ONS,
GROOVESNEAREXIT.U=0.0134MS, Pmax"1.13xI0_NIM(.
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Figure23. - (a)Comparisonof measuredprofileoffig-
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_' (a)PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFDENTUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS,DENT
_ ' NEARCENTER.U_0.0134M/S,Pmax" 1.13xlO9 N/M2.
L
(b) PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFDENTUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS,DENT
ATEXIT.U• 0.0134M/S, Pmax"1.13x109NIM2.
Figure26. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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,... (a) fJf4tllt}_!l_ R_;I_,'_Pil 01-A SERIESOF DENTSUNDERSLIDING CON-
::. DITION_, P,!N_ Ol IN[[ RF'q N[-AR C__NTER.U = 0.0134 MIS, Pmax"
' 1.13x]O N_M.I
(hi Pi1Olo/',!i_.ilt_,l_A?ii 01-A SERIESOF DENTStINDER SLIDING CON-
DITI_)N.<;,I)ENI Ol INrIRI .',ITAT F×IT. U., 0.0134 MIS, Pmax" l'13xl09
NIM_.
liqure 21.
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(a)PHOTOMICROGR#PHOFSINGLEGROOVEUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS,
GROOVENEARCENTER,U •0.0134NVS.Pmax"I.13xi0gNIM2.
0
_ (b)PHOTOMICROGRAPHOFA SINGLEGROOVEUNDERSLIDINGC(_NDI-
TIONS,GROOVEATEXIT.U -0.0134M/S,Pmax"I.13xI0_'NIM_.
Figure28.
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(a) PHOTOMICROGRAPHOF1_¢JOGROOVESUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS,
GROOVESNEARCENTER.U =0.0134M/S, Pmax= 1.13x109N/M_.
(b) PHOTOMICROGRAPHOF1MJOGROOVESUNDERSLIDINGCONDITIONS,
GROOVESATEXIT. U - 0.0134 M/S, Pmax" 1'13x109N/M2.
Figure 29.
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(a) P!H"I(_t,"'t'F_t)t;}_,_Pt; t',r [}_R[[ _;ROOVES tINDER SLIDINGCONDI-
' TION', _,l,>i,l',''1", "!f-,\R INIIT, tl - u.,,1144 _,1'_ Pmax-- l']_×lO0 N_'Mz"
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-. (b) l"HOlt)_,;l_'l_,),'l,_'t,'t c,l IIIRII CROOVI-',tINDER ./,IIDINC,,CONDITIONS,
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